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AAPA 2017 Conference on Demand 

More than 30 AAPA Category 1 CME credits of clinical and professional CME, 
frompharmacotherapy in obesity medicine to expanding roles for PAs and more, 
all on demand. 
 

Thursday 
A PA's Perspective as an FDA Medical Device Inspector: Using Clinical Experience to Improve 
Patient Safety | CME#LV7187 
This session outlines the role of the FDA medical device inspector, examples of medical devices, 
and why FDA monitors medical devices. 
Acute Kidney Injury (AKI): The Ugly Truth | CME#LV7003 
This session outlines the common causes of AKI. 
Advanced Sexual and Gender Minority Health: Cases in Clinical and Preventive Medicine | 
CME#LV7007 
This session explores ethical and psychosocial issues surrounded by sexual and gender minority 
health.  
Anaphylaxis in 2017 | CME#LV7010 
This session outlines the signs, symptoms, and treatment of anaphylaxis. 
Asthma by the Guidelines | CME#LV7017 
This session outlines the pathophysiology, evaluation, management, and treatment of asthma.  
Coming Out of the Fog: Making Sense of Syncope in the Emergency Department | 
CME#LV7033 
This session outlines the evaluation, management, and underlying etiology of syncope. 
Comprehensive Management of Sexually Transmitted Infections Characterized by Genital 
Ulcer | CME#LV7039 
This session provides a comprehensive review of the pathology, epidemiology, clinical 
presentation, diagnosis, and management of HSV and syphilis. 
Do You See What I See? Review of Common Ophthalmology Conditions | CME#LV7148 
This session outlines common ophthalmology conditions and treatments. 
Dyslipidemia: Have I Really Kept Up with Recent Changes? | CME#LV7149 
This session outlines the latest evidence related to dyslipidemia, including optimal treatment 
strategies to improve patient outcomes. 
Evidence-Based Assessment and Management of Suicide Risk | CME#LV7051 
This session utilizes common clinical case examples to integrate evidence-based clinical 
interventions into everyday practice in the assessment and management suicide risk. 
Expanding Roles for PAs in the Army and Beyond | CME#LV7190 
This session outlines the expanding roles of PAs, including leadership, healthcare 
administration, policy development and collaborative partnerships with industry. 
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Thursday 
Feel the Burn: Post-operative Fever | CME# LV7053 
This session is designed for both the sub-specialty surgical PA, as well as PAs in primary care 
that sees patients after surgery. 
Female Urology Update: Leaks, Infections, and Pain | CME#LV7054 
This session outlines the most common types of urinary incontinence in women, the diagnostic 
tools available, and the FDA approved treatments.  
Getting Paid for Obesity Care | CME#LV7111 
This session is designed to provide a basic knowledge of Medicare intensive behavioral therapy 
and how to utilize it in an office, along with basic understanding of potential billing algorithms 
for obesity care, and how to document obesity medicine visit types. 
Glomerulonephritis for the Primary Care Clinician | CME#LV7057 
This session outlines the clinical features, complications, and management of glomerular 
disorders. 
Hand and Finger Injuries | CME#LV7058 
The session outlines hand and finger conditions that commonly need surgical intervention for 
improvement of the symptoms. 
Lessons Learned from the USPHS Response to the Ebola Crisis in Liberia | CME# LV7189 
This session is based on the experiences of a team of PHS officers selected to respond to the 
Ebola crisis in Liberia, based on their training and experience with highly contagious biological 
agents. 
Nuts or No Nuts, New Guidelines in the Prevention of Peanut Allergy | CME#LV7105 
This session outlines new changes to the peanut allergy guidelines. 
O is for Obstetrics: The ABCs of Obstetrics in Primary Care | CME#LV7106 
This session outlines the basics of the anatomy and physiology of obstetrics, as well as 
components of routine prenatal care, labor, and delivery. 
Obesity Bias and Treatment Disparities | CME#LV7110 
This session is designed to help participants identify bias, recognize their own biases and offer 
practical advice on combatting bias to help improve the lives of those affected by obesity. 
Perioperative Pearls | CME#LV7128 
This session follows a patient through his hospital experience as he undergoes treatment for a 
hip fracture. 
Pharmacotherapy in Obesity Medicine | CME#LV7113 
This session explores pharmacotherapy of obesity medications. 
PPI Problems, What's All the Burn About? | CME#LV7131 
This session outlines the appropriate assessment, alternative treatment, and long-term 
management of PPI. 
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Thursday 
Radiology Incidentalomas: What to Do with the Things We Don't Mean to Find | CME#LV7135 
This session outlines the differences in various imaging moralities and why some are preferred 
over others. 
Smoking Cessation: A Common Sense Approach | CME#LV7164 
This session outlines physiology of nicotine addiction, smoking cessation treatment options, 
and a common sense approach to improve smoking cessation success. 
Surgical Approaches for the Treatment of the Obese Patient | CME#LV7108 
This session outlines the various surgical approaches for the treatment of the obese patient. 
The ABCs of CRRT | CME#LV7170 
This session outlines the ABCs of CRRT and highlight when, how, and why to use them. 
The Underlying Pathophysiology of the Disease of Obesity - Overview and Opportunities | 
CME#LV7109 
This session explores the pathophysiology of obesity including environmental, hormonal, 
genetic, and microbiome influences. 
Thyroid Nodules and Thyroid Cancer: What to Do When you Find Them | CME#LV7176 
This session outlines history, physical exam, evaluation, and monitoring of thyroid nodules, plus 
types of thyroid cancer and prognosis.  
To Image or Not To Image: Is There a Question? | CME#LV7177 
This session explores the literature that led to several clinical decision instruments that aid 
clinicians in deciding whether or not to order radiologic studies. 
Wet or Dry: The Natremias | CME#LV7195 
This session explores the ins and outs of natremias. 
What's Up Down There: Evaluating and Managing Female Pelvic and Vulvar Pain 
│CME#LV7199 
This session outlines the diagnosis and management female pelvic and vulvar pain.  
Young People Don't Have Heart Disease | CME#LV7220 
This session stresses that young people can and do have cardiac arrest and heart disease.   
 


